Foreword
In the process of finite element analysis about space truss structure, the problem of plane node must be dealt with. All rod elements in the space truss which are crossing the same node are placed on the same plane, and there is no any rod element at direction of this node vertical to the plane, such node is called as the plane node [1] . This ideal space truss system is a geometrical variable system, stiffness matrix of the structure will become a strange matrix, and such space truss system isn't solved, therefore such situate shall be treated through analysis.
Generally, there are four methods about the zero stiffness plane node, void-rod element method, removal freedom method, adding virtual spring method, method of beam element [2] . The void-rod element method is to add the void rod element between the plane node and the near stable node. This is a good traditional method during linear analysis. But if stiffness of the void rod isn't high enough, this method will cause a unstable model during non-linear analysis. The void rod member proper body needs a very small stiffness (such as a very small cross section), it will not affect distribution of force in the model.
The removal freedom method is applicable to the following two conditions: one is exiting plane direction consistent with any three dimension direction, another is that analysis is linear. Under this condition, instability problem is solved through removing freedom of the node at instable direction. The node force which is obtained via the method making the node stable is correct during linear analysis, but position of the node which freedom is removed in this method is obviously incorrect.
Adding virtual spring method is to add the virtual spring with small axial stiffness at x, y and z directions of the all nodes, this method will avoid appearance of zero stiffness at the plane node location. The instable node or the mechanism which displacements are unreasonable can be found by this method. Stability of the instable node and the mechanism can be improved. But if this method is applied in the non-linear analysis, this method may cause the instable model.
In the beam and rod element mixing unit method, the beam unit is applied to replace some rod element unit with the plane node. The beam unit can provide certain stiffness at x, y and z three reverse directions, which makes the plane node stable. Analysis speed may be reduced if the beam unit analysis calculation is applied, but it is very beneficial to eliminate the plane node and the mechanism.
International Conference on Advances in Energy, Environment and Chemical Engineering (AEECE-2015) In order to solve strange matrix problem of the plane node existing in the finite element model of the space truss structure, the master-salve node method is applied in combining with the void-rod member method and the removal freedom method [3] [4] , the freedom direction of the plane node with stiffness of zero is bonded with the same freedom direction of the stable node which is mostly near to this plane node.
Working principle
General node stiffness matrix equation [5] which shall be solved during finite element analysis of the rod member system is: 
Re-arrangement form of the stiffness matrix of the general node becomes:
In which, the subscript D means non-restraint displacement, and the subscript R means restraint displacement.
After the restraint conditions are introduced,   0 R   , stiffness matrix equation of the general node is spread as:
If DD K is non strange matrix, it will be a reversible matrix. Non restraint displacement is obtained from this formula, and the stiffness matrix equation of the general node is solved.
All rod elements in the space truss which are crossing the same node are placed on the same plane, and there is no any rod element at direction of this node vertical to the plane, such node is called as the plane node. Shown as No 5 node in figure 1. Such ideal space truss structure is a reversible system.
After the stiffness matrix element of the general node   K is arranged again according to the boundary restraint conditions. DD K is a strange matrix before insufficient boundary restraint conditions. Now the stiffness matrix equation of the general node can't be solved, condition of such plane node shall be treated. 
The vectors a, b and c share the plane. When one point is judged whether it is the plane node or not, firstly find out all rod elements corresponding to this node, and then judge whether all rod element are located on the same plane. Judge whether all rod elements are located on the same plane. Only two pieces are freely selected, use the rod element 1 and the rod element 2 to determine one plane, and judge whether other rod elements are located on this plane in turn. If one rod element isn't located on this plane, this node isn't the plane node.
Find out cosine values of the angle between the rod element 1 and the coordinate axis which are cosx1, cosy1 and cosz1 respectively, vector a of the rod element 1 =( cosx1, cosy1, cosz1). Cosine values of the angle between the rod element 2 and the coordinate axis which are cosx2, cosy2 and cosz2 respectively, vector b of the rod element =(cosx2, cosy2, cosz2). Cosine values of the angle between the rod element 3 and the coordinate axis which are cosx3, cosy3 and cosz3 respectively, vector c of the rod member 3 =(cosx3, cosy3, cosz3)   , the rod element 3 is located on the plane which constitutes of the rod element 1 and the rod element 2. If all rod elements are located on the same plane, this node is a plane node. After the node is judged as the plane node, save the plane node in the plane node database.
(2) Determine instable direction of plane node If the node is a plane node, find out maximum value of absolute value of c 1 , c 2 and c 3 . If absolute value of c 1 is maximum value, x direction is instable direction. If absolute value of c2 is maximum value, y direction is instable direction. If absolute value of c3 is maximum value, z direction is instable direction.
(3) Find out master node Find out the node mostly near to the plane node, judge whether this node is stored in the plane node database. If this node is stored in the plane node database, further search the node mostly near to the plane node. If this node isn't stored in the plane node database, the non-plane node which is mostly near to the plane node is taken as the master node, the plane node is taken as the slave node.
(4) Restraint freedom The freedom at instable direction of the plane node is bonded with the freedom at this direction of the master node. Now boundary constraint conditions are sufficient, it is a non-strange matrix. Stiffness matrix equation of the master node can be solved, condition of the plane node is solved. Figure 3 is schematic figure for treatment of the plane node with the master-salve node method of the space truss structure. In which, no 1743 node is a plane node, no 1703 node is master node of this plane node, z direction of no 1743 plane node is instable direction, freedom of no 1743 node at z direction is bonded with freedom of no 1703 node at z direction by the master-slave node method. Compared with the current plane node treatment method, the master-slave node method for treatment of the plane node has the following advantages:
Sample
1. The master-slave node method for treatment of the plane node is mainly applied in finite element analysis of the space truss unit. It combines the void rod element method and the removal freedom method, which deal with appearance of the structure stiffness matrix at plane node location of the truss structure well; 2. Solve instability problem during non-linear analysis; 3. Not affect distribution of force in the model, and no great sudden change of displacement appears as the removal freedom method; 4. High calculation efficiency, which is easy to realize; 5. The plane node treatment method which has less influence on displacement has great meaning for finite element analysis of the space truss structure.
Conclusion
A new plane node treatment method of the master-salve node method is developed in this paper. It firstly search the plane node in the finite element model of the rod element unit of the space truss structure in this method, and then determine instable direction of the mentioned plane node. And then determine the master node attached on the plane node. Finally bind the instable direction of the plane node with the master node.
The void rod element method is combined with the removal freedom method in this method, which deals with appearance of the structure stiffness matrix at the plane node location of the truss structure well, which is characterized with strong stability and high calculation stability, it will not affect distribution of force in the model.
